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ABSTRACT

Stainless steel implants are suitable candidates for bone replacement due to their cytocompatibility and mechanical resistance, but they suffer from lack of bioactivity and are prone to bacterial infections. Accordingly, to overcome those limitations, in this study we developed by electrophoretic deposition (EPD), an innovative surface coating made of (i) zein, a natural fibroblast-friendly polymer, (ii) bioactive glass, a pro-osteogenic inorganic material and (iii) copper containing bioactive glass, an antibacterial and pro-angiogenic material. FESEM images confirmed that porous, uniform and free of cracks coatings were obtained by EPD; moreover, coatings were resistant to mechanical stress as demonstrated by the tape test, resulting in a 4B classification of adhesion to the substrate. The coatings were cytocompatible as indicated by metabolism evaluation of human fibroblasts, endothelial cells and mature or progenitor osteoblasts cultivated in direct contact with the specimens. They also maintained pro-osteogenic properties towards undifferentiated progenitor cells that expressed osteogenic genes after 15 days of direct cultivation. Copper conferred antibacterial properties as biofilm formation of the joint pathogens Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis and Escherichia coli was significantly reduced in comparison with copper-free coatings (p < 0.05). Moreover, this anti-infective activity resulted as targeted towards bacteria while the cells viability was preserved when cells and bacteria were cultivated in the same environment by a co-culture assay. Finally, copper ability to recruit blood vessels and to inhibit bacterial infection was confirmed in vivo where the growth of S. aureus biofilm was inhibited and the formation of new (<50 μm diameter spread) blood vessels was observed.

1. Introduction

Osseointegration of orthopedic implants occurs through different steps starting from the primary interaction with body fluids and on-site inflammation, followed by the formation of a cell layer and the initial production of bone at the surface and its subsequently remodeling. Accordingly, in the first stage of anchorage, it is necessary to establish a strong link between the adjacent bone tissue and the surface of the implant. In addition, the placement of orthopedic implants at osseous sites in the human body, for example in fracture fixation or joint replacement, is often accompanied by a risk of bacterial contamination since a physiological milieu favorable to the metabolism of bone-related cells is also beneficial for the adhesion of microbes [1]. The result is that nowadays infections are the first reason of implant failure in orthopedics [1].

Traditional antibiotics have reduced levels of effectiveness due to the continuous evolution of bacterial resistance. In an effort to avoid bacterial attachment and surface colonization of implants, and to facilitate the integration of host tissues, the addition of biologically active materials containing antibacterial substances is gaining increasing attention...
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Both natural and synthetic polymeric materials have been used extensively as platforms for the delivery of drugs, by providing a modulated load of antibacterial agents and various release characteristics, such as targeted ion release, pH change or thermostressive capabilities. However, it is essential to obtain a strong bonding between the nearby bone tissue and the implant surface, which can be reached by coating metal surfaces with bioactive materials such as bioactive glasses or hydroxyapatite. Bioactive glass (BG) of 45S5 composition (45.0 wt% SiO$_2$, 24.5 wt% Na$_2$O, 6.0 wt% P$_2$O$_5$, 24.5 wt% CaO), which was discovered by Hench et al. in 1971, can boost the regenerative process of the organism to stimulate bone growth (osteostimulation). The osteostimulation process is associated with a gradual delivery of calcium, phosphorus and silicon ions at specific rates, resulting in a series of cellular reactions to enhance cell proliferation and growth.

Biopolymer and BG-based composite coatings should provide a number of extra advantages for orthopedic applications such as suppressing the potential release of harmful ions from the metallic surface, and improving the attachment and spread of musculoskeletal cells. In order to formulate an antibacterial and pro-regenerative surface for bone implants, combinations of biologically active ions and polymers in one coating system are being increasingly investigated. For this purpose, copper (Cu) is a very interesting candidate as it has been demonstrated to have an influential effect on angiogenesis as well as being a strong antibacterial agent. Studies have revealed the remarkable distribution of Cu in human endothelial cells when they were induced to undergo angiogenesis. Another research found that copper, in combination with FGF-2 growth factor, stimulates in vitro angiogenesis. It has also been demonstrated that Cu promotes the growth of human endothelial cells and leads to enhanced mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) differentiation into the bone marrow lineage. The use of copper as an antibacterial material in healthcare settings has been the subject of intense interest, as many recent studies have addressed the technical aspects of the “contact killing” effect of copper. It was discerned that living organisms that come into contact with copper surfaces after a prolonged incubation do not recover, since the effect of copper in contact occurs at a rate of about 7 or 8 logs per hour. The direct incorporation of Cu ions into bioactive glass 45S5 was investigated by Hoppe et al. with the aim of producing a Cu-doped bioactive glass and scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. Cu-doped BG was also investigated by Bari et al. and Bejarano et al. using the sol-gel technique to obtain mesoporous and nano-sized particles for biomedical applications, respectively. Bari et al. focused on the potential antibacterial effect of the mesoporous particles and its effectiveness in reducing biofilm formation. Similarly, Rau et al. described the influence of the incorporation of Cu in the structure of BG and its effects on the formation of HA and reduction of bacterial infection.

Metallic alloys have some drawbacks beyond their advantages regarding mechanical strength and stiffness. Such disadvantages are mainly related to the potential ion release into the human body upon surface corrosion and encapsulation by fibrous tissue due to lack of bioactivity, which reduces the implant long-term stability. Stainless steel 316 L can be considered a suitable material for biomedical applications displaying proper biocompatibility and some advantages in comparison with other reference metals related to mechanical properties and lower costs. However, despite these positive points, stainless steel shows some drawbacks in terms of biological integration with the surrounding tissue, which can be overcome by applying proper coatings providing pro-integrative properties.

Accordingly, an alternative approach with increasing popularity, which counteracts the above-mentioned problems, involves the modification of the metallic implant surface with bioactive materials in order to induce osteointegration with the host tissue. This approach combines the ideal bulk properties (tensile strength and stiffness) of the metal with the required surface properties (corrosion protection, osteoinductivity and osteoconductivity, antibacterial effects) provided by suitable coatings. In order to modify the surface of metallic implants with bioactive materials, such as BG and hydroxyapatite, electrophoretic deposition (EPD) appears to be a promising technique as it is simple, cost-effective and can produce homogeneous coatings at room temperature. In fact, many deposition techniques for the surface modification of implantable biomaterials have been used to address the problem of the insufficient bioactivity of metallic implants. For instance, thermal and plasma spraying, magnetron sputtering, among others, are techniques allowing to produce bioactive coatings. However, these technologies require high energy, high temperature and/or low pressures being more cost-intensive than EPD; moreover, they prohibit the incorporation of polymeric materials as coating components, which are important for the control of the degradation of bioactive particles aimed at improving the compatibility with the surrounding tissue. In this way, EPD is a technique which allows producing coatings incorporating active molecules, e.g. natural polymers or antibiotics, at low temperature (typically room temperature). EPD first gained increasing attention in the 1980s, even though the process has been known since 1808, its first practical use occurred in 1933. Due to its high versatility when different kinds of materials are used and its cost-efficiency requiring simple equipment, EPD has established itself as a suitable coating technique for medical applications in recent years. EPD has been shown to be the technique of choice especially for the fabrication of biopolymer coatings containing inorganic bioactive fillers, for example, combinations of chitosan, alginate and zein with bioactive glasses.

The protein zein is a unique and complex natural biopolymer; it belongs to the alcohol-soluble proteins and is the major storage protein from corn. Zein is biodegradable and bioadhesive and possesses special amino acids, such as leucine, which can regulate muscle protein metabolism and proline, which shows a positive effect regarding osteoclast functionality and activity, giving zein high potential for applications in the biomedical field.

Based on these premises, in this work zein composite coatings incorporating bioactive glass and copper doped BG were developed using electrophoretic deposition and further characterized, following our previous study on such coatings. Degradation studies in PBS, cell viability studies using different cells, antibacterial activity, anti-infection protective efficacy and in-vivo studies in a mice model, were carried out to investigate for the first time the performance of the composite coatings in relevant settings, which led to the assessment of both the coating pro-regenerative and antibacterial properties.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials and electrophoretic deposition of coatings

Bioactive glass (BG) particles of 45S5 composition with mean particle size 2.0 μm and 45S5 BG particles doped with 2.5 wt% CuO with an average particle size of 5.0 μm were used. Zein powder (23625) was purchased from Sigma (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). Stainless steel AISI 316 L (from Advent Research materials, England) was used as substrate. Glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and ethanol (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) with 99% purity were used for EPD. Samples were prepared by laser cutting 0.2 mm thick stainless-steel discs of 1.25 cm diameter, which were used for the biological evaluation. Samples were then cleaned in a successive ultrasonic bath of acetone for 10 min, afterwards substrates were dried with compressed air. A mixture of ethanol (64%) and water (25%) with added glycerol (1%) was used to solubilize zein powder (10%) by stirring until it was completely dissolved. BG particles 10 g/L were added to the solution, with final suspensions being sonicated for 30 min. EPD was applied for 5 min at 10 V as optimized by the authors in a previous work. The distance between the electrodes in the EPD cell (deposition and counter electrode) was fixed at 10 mm for the entire experiment. Obtained coatings are summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Coatings physical characterization

The morphology of the coatings was assessed by means of stereomicroscopy (M50, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Auriga, Carl-Zeiss, Jena, Germany). For SEM observations after biological tests, the samples were dehydrated by alcohol scale treatment and surface sputtered with gold using a sputter coater (Q150T, Quorum Technologies Ltd., Darmstadt, Germany). The adhesion of the different coatings to the metallic substrate was evaluated by means of the tape test, according to the ASTM International standard D3359-97, “Standard test methods for measuring adhesion by tape test”. In brief, a grid of parallel cuts was prepared on the sample surface through a specific cutter, a pressure sensitive tape was subsequently applied on the surface and suddenly removed. The degree of damage induced by a specific cutter, a pressure sensitive tape was subsequently applied on the surface and suddenly removed. The degree of damage induced by tape removal to the coating was evaluated by visual inspection. A semi-quantitative determination of the coating adhesion was made by comparison between the area of coating detachment observed on the sample and the tabulated values reported in the standard.

2.3. Degradation study

Samples were immersed in Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS, Sigma, Germany) for 1, 3, 7, 14, 21 and 28 days in plastic beakers with smooth and crack-free surfaces at 37 °C in an orbital shaker. SEM images were taken to observe the changes on the surface as a function of time in PBS.

2.4. In vitro cytocompatibility

2.4.1. Cell culture conditions

Commercial cell lines were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, USA) and cultivated following the manufacturer’s instructions. Accordingly, fibroblasts (human, HGF, PCS-201-018), mature osteoblasts (human, U2OS, HTB-96), fetal pre-osteoblasts (human, hCF, CRL-11372) and endothelial cells (human, EA.hy926, CRL-2922) were selected to test specimens’ cytocompatibility in vitro. U2OS and ea.hy926 were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Sigma Aldrich) 10% FBS (Gibco, Invitrogen, USA) and 1% antibiotics, HGF were cultivated in alpha-modified Eagle medium’s minimum essential medium (MEM, Sigma Aldrich) 10% FBS, 1% antibiotics while for hCF a 50:50 mix of MEM and Ham’s F12 (MEM/F12, 1:1, Sigma Aldrich) 10% FBS (Invitrogen, USA), 1% antibiotics and 3 mg/ml neomycin (G418, Sigma) was used. All cells were grown until a 90% confluence and then collected by enzymatic digestion (trypsin/EDTA) prior to each assay. Moreover, in order to preserve the original primary phenotype, HGF and hCF were applied until passage 10.

2.5. Direct cytocompatibility evaluation

Prior to initiating biological evaluations, specimens were heat sterilized (2 h, 130 °C in a dry oven) and afterwards moved into a sterile 12 multiwell plate. Cells were directly cultured on the specimens’ surface in a defined number (2 × 10³ cells/sample); cells were dropwise (200 µl each) seeded directly onto the specimens’ surfaces and allowed to adhere for 4 h in the incubator. Then, each well was rinsed with 2 ml of fresh medium and plates were incubated for 24, 48 and 72 h. At each time-point, cells’ viability was determined by means of the metabolic colorimetric Alamar blue assay (AlamarBlue®, ready-to-use solution, Thermo Fisher, Milan, Italy). Briefly, the colorimetric solution was used to replace the culture medium and allowed to react for 4 h in direct contact with cells; then, metabolized Alamar fluorescent signal was detected by spectrophotometer (Tecan, Spark, Switzerland) at 590 nm wavelength. Alamar solution was used as a background reference signal to normalize results; results were expressed as means of relative fluorescent units (RFU).

To exclude cells’ membrane damage due to the coatings’ composition, the release of the cytosolic enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was measured in the supernatant after 72 h of direct cultivation. Briefly, the spontaneous LDH release was measured by mixing 50 µl of cells supernatant with 50 µl of the reagent stock solution provided by the kit (CyQUANT™ LDH Cytotoxicity Assay, from Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific); after 10 min incubation, the reaction was stopped by the stop solution and fluorescence was measured by means of a spectrophotometer (Tecan, Spark, Switzerland) using an excitation of 560 nm and emission of 590 nm. Pure medium was measured as well and values were subtracted to the test values as blank; zein was considered as control. Finally, after 72 h of cultivation cell morphology was observed by SEM.

2.6. Antibacterial evaluation

2.6.1. Bacteria growth conditions

Pathogens were commercially obtained from ATCC and the manufacturer certified for their drug-resistance as well as for their ability to form a biofilm. Accordingly, Escherichia coli (EC, ATCC 25922), Staphylococcus aureus (SA, ATCC 43300), Staphylococcus epidermidis (SE, ATCC 14990) were chosen as target strains due to their high incidence in patients experiencing joint infections. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, EC was cultivated in Luria Bertani agar medium (LB, Sigma) while SA and SE were cultivated in selective blood agar medium (Sigma). Plates were incubated at 37 °C for 24–48 h until single defined colonies were observed onto the agar surface. Then, fresh broth-cultures were prepared prior to each experiment by collecting 4–5 colonies from the agar and spotting them into 20 ml of the strain-selective medium. To perform antibacterial experiments, the obtained sub-cultures were incubated at 37 °C in agitation (120 rpm) overnight to reach the logarithmic growth phase and then they were diluted to a final 1 × 10⁵ cells/ml high-density concentration by spectrophotometer (corresponding to an optical density = 0.001 at 600 nm).

2.7. Biofilm formation

Heat-sterilized specimens were located into a 12 multiwell plate and directly infected with 1 ml of the bacteria suspension prepared as prior described in paragraph 2.5.1. Surface biofilm formation was obtained in static conditions, as previously described [31]. Briefly, the separation between floating planktonic bacteria and biofilm-adherent ones were forced by a first agitation step using an orbital shaker (90 min, 120 rpm, 37 °C); afterwards, each media including planktonic bacteria were discharged and replaced with fresh medium to support the growth of surface-adherent biofilm. Specimens’ infection was induced for 1, 2 and 3 days; at each time point, the viability of the biofilm bacteria community was determined by the alamar blue assay, as detailed in paragraph 2.4.2. Besides bacteria metabolic activity, biofilm morphology was visually checked by SEM imaging.

2.8. Cells-bacteria co-cultures

2.8.1. Specimens infection

To verify the coating ability to protect cells undergoing healing from bacterial infection, a co-culture assay was applied as previously shown by the authors [32]. Osteoblast progenitors hCF were selected as cells deputed for tissue healing and seeded onto the specimens’ surface at a known density (2 × 10⁴ cells/specimen) in 1 ml of medium for 24 h to allow adhesion and spread. Then, the standard medium was replaced with an antibiotic-free medium, containing 1 × 10⁵ bacteria (EC or SA or
SE) and specimens were incubated for 48 h in the incubator to allow cells and bacteria to compete for the same surface.

2.9. Cell and bacteria count

After 48 h incubation, samples were collected, washed with PBS to remove non-adherent cells and incubated 10–15 min with 1 ml of a collagenase (1 mg/ml) and trypsin (0.25%). After detachment, the supernatant was collected, and viable cells and bacteria counted. Cells were counted by means of Bürker chamber (using trypan blue to distinguish viable cells) while the bacteria number was evaluated by colony forming unit (CFU) count onto LB agar plates, as previously detailed by Ferraris et al. [33].

2.10. Osteogenic properties

To verify the coatings’ ability to support osteogenesis, progenitor hFOB cells were seeded onto the specimens’ surface at a known density (1 × 10^4 cells/specimen) and allowed to adhere for 24 h in an incubator; then, cells were cultivated in the presence of osteogenic medium (DMEM 10% FBS supplemented with 50 nM dexamethasone, 0.2 mM ascorbic acid, and 10 mM b-glycerophosphate, all from Sigma) for 15 days. The medium was refreshed every 3 days, collected and used to evaluate alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity in the supernatant by means of a colorimetric assay (ab83369, from AbCam, UK). Finally, the expression of osteogenic genes collagen I (COL 1), ALP and osteopontin (OPN) was evaluated after 15 days by real-time PCR to confirm cell differentiation into bone-like lineage. Briefly, cells were homogenized in TRIzol reagent (Sigma) and RNA isolated by isopropanol precipitation; cDNA was obtained by RNA reverse transcription using a TaqMan kit (from Applied Biosystems, USA). For real time PCR TaqMan Gene Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems) were used on a GeneAmp 7500 Real Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems) using 18S rRNA (Applied Biosystems 4310893E) as housekeeping gene. Finally, the expression level of the selected osteogenic genes after 15 days into differentiative medium was normalized towards the starting expression level (intended as the seeding day expression) by the ΔΔ^CT calculation.

2.11. In vivo antibacterial and pro-angiogenic properties

2.11.1. Animals

All the surgical procedures described below were previously fully approved and authorized by the University of Piemonte Orientale ethical committee and by the Italian Ministry of Health (official authorization protocol n. 854/2017-PR). Animals were fully anaesthetized during procedures (3% isoflurane by oral inhalation). 16 weeks-old adult wild type mice (C57BL/6JOlaHsd, purchased from Envigo, Italy) were used for the experiment. Animals were housed in the animal enclosure of the University of Piemonte Orientale following a 12 : 12 h dark/light cycle with a 25 °C ambient temperature, administrated with diet food (provided by Harlan, Udine, Italy) and bi-distilled water (from Millipore).

2.12. Subcutaneous implantation

Animals were fully anaesthetized during procedures (3% isoflurane general anesthesia by oral inhalation). Samples were implanted into a skin pocket in the mice dorsal skin, as previously described [34]. Briefly, a 1 cm skin excision was done by sterile surgical forceps to introduce the specimen into the pocket; then, 4.0 VICRYL® sutures (polyglyclatin 910, Ethicon, USA) were used to close the wound. Animals undergoing surgeries were administrated with general analgesia (0.15 mg/10 g flumethazine + 0.15 mg/10 g sodium metamizole) by subcutaneous injection. Finally, animals were anaesthetized and euthanized by carbon dioxide inhalation.

2.12.1. In vivo anti-infective properties evaluation

To test copper ability to preserve implants’ surface integrity from bacterial infection, specimens were pre-infected with 1 × 10^7 S. aureus bacteria/scaffold and then introduced in vivo in the mice subcutis pocket to grow the bacteria into a nutrients-rich environment. Surgical implantation was performed as prior detailed in paragraph 2.8.2 and maintained for 7 days. After animals sacrifice, specimens were extracted from the pockets and carefully cleaned up from tissues; finally, the number of viable bacteria that had survived onto the specimens’ surface was counted with the CFU method after bacteria detachment by vortex and sonicator (3 times, 30 s each).

2.12.2. Tissue ingrowth and blood vessels recruitment

Six specimens were subcutaneously implanted as prior described (1 specimen/mice). After 1 month they were collected and analyzed to investigate under optical microscope the interface between the disk and subcutaneous tissue, the presence of inflammatory infiltrated tissue and of blood vessels in the surrounding area. For all specimens, cross-sections were prepared, allowing the analysis of the tissue in close contact with the disk surface. In brief, after fixation with 10% formalin, specimens were dehydrated by increasing the alcohol’s scale, infiltrated and embedded in resin (Technovit 7200, Kulzer); the disks were sliced in the middle (along the diameter) and the surface mechanically polished to a final thickness of 80 μm. Histology was performed using the central slices by applying the Toluidine blue, a basic and acidophil staining which marks in blue the nuclei of the cells and all acid components of the extracellular matrix. All slides were acquired using an optical digital scanner at total magnification of 400× and a total digital magnification of 800x (NanoZoomer S60, Hamamatsu) and qualitatively and semi-quantitatively analyzed using a dedicated software NDP.view2. Blood vessels were counted in the 50 μm thin tissue layer (TL) surrounding the disk using a digital test point grid on 400x images. The blood vessels counted were expressed as percentage of total test points. Finally, the diameter of 20 blood vessels randomly observed around the implant surface was quantified to verify whether they could be considered as newly formed.

2.13. Statistics

Experiments were performed using 12 replicates/assay. Results were statistically analyzed using the SPSS software (v.20.0, IBM, USA). First, data normal distribution and homogeneity of variance were confirmed by the Shapiro-Wilk’s and the Levene’s test, respectively; then, groups were compared by the one-way ANOVA using the Tukey’s test as post-hoc analysis. Significant differences were established at p < 0.05.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Coatings physical evaluation

Electrophoretic coatings obtained when using a voltage of 10 V and a deposition time of 5 min are shown in Fig. 1. As can be observed, coatings produced with 10 V and a 5 min deposition time were porous, fairly uniform and free of cracks even if exhibiting different surface morphology. It can be identified that zein and zein/CuBG coatings present pores which are interconnected and have a distribution over the whole coating structure. The porosity seems to be formed by water hydrolysis and considering that zein molecules can trap bubbles that move from the bottom to the surface of the electrode during the deposition process [35]. This effect leads to the formation of holes when water inside the coating evaporates (as well as glycerol) and a porous structure is formed. The presence of CuBG particles could not be detected in the SEM images. This suggests that particles are embedded in the biopolymer matrix through the thickness of the coating. Another reason for this porous structure could be that it is induced by spaces in-between CuBG particles. In the case of zein/BG coatings it can be observed that...
the ’first layer’ of the surface shows some zein microspheres and porosity that seems to have formed by water hydrolysis. The dendritic structure appears to be connected and formed by zein in different shapes, namely elongated tubes and microspheres [36]. BG particles were not detected by direct visual inspection. The formation of this structure can be created in two different steps. First, zein molecules that surround the electrode are deposited and form the first layer. This process is followed by the bond of BG particles with zein molecules that can lead to different shapes. It is then possible that BG particles were embedded in this worm-like structures covered by zein. The different morphologies highlighted by the SEM images can be probably attributed to the technique itself; in fact, it is possible that the movement of the particles towards the electrode differs due to their different weight and size, which influences the final surface topography of the coatings.

Finally, the tape test assay was performed in order to evaluate the coatings’ resistance to mechanical stresses. Results (Fig. 1g) showed that all surfaces exhibited only limited damage after tape removal, with damaged areas mainly located at the intersections between the parallel cuts. As a confirmation, only few signs of damage are visible on the tape (with the exception of the circular mark of the disk contour). Considering these observations, coating adhesion can be classified as 4B (“small flakes of the coating are detached at the intersections. Less than 5% of the area is affected”) according to ASTM 3359.

3.2. Degradation

The samples were incubated in physiological conditions using PBS from 1 up to 28 days; afterwards, they were morphologically...
reduce apoptosis of HUVEC cells as well as increase factor expression in coating surface morphology. Fig. 2. Dissolution of glass particles involves a change of pH [37]. For zein/BG and zein/CuBG another possibility for the surface erosion might be the changes in the local pH close to the surface. The pH likely becomes more acidic over time due to the presence of more glutamic acid molecules. This pH change can also influence the degradability as can be observed after 28 days of immersion. During this stage, it is possible that BG and CuBG particles start to leach. Dissolution of glass particles involves a change of pH [15]. This pH change and high reactivity of the ions present in the solution can initiate the degradation of zein molecules [37]. It is possible that some of the amide groups that are removed from zein can bond with the hydroxyl groups, creating a neutral overall pH. Therefore, in the present composite coatings, the surface showed a higher biological erosion (compared with pure zein coatings) by increasing the immersion time. This behaviour of surface eroding is desirable since it would lead to a possible release of ions from the glass particles through the porous surface facilitating interaction with the physiological fluids to form HA (the typical effect provided by BGs [38]) and enabling the release of copper ions, one of the functionalities of the present coating system.

3.3. In vitro cytocompatibility

Copper has been shown to be an ion that is involved in various functions in the body such as the regulation of factors for the expression of VEGF, however, in high amounts, it can be toxic and promote the progression and severity of different illness [39]. Indeed, ionic dissolution products of this type of CuBG were shown at therapeutic dose to reduce apoptosis of HUVEC cells as well as increase factor expression in keratinocytes [15,40]. In fact, the present results demonstrated that the insertion of BG (zein/BG) or CuBG (zein/CuBG) did not lead to a reduction of cell viability in comparison with pure zein that, was considered as control (Fig. 3, p > 0.05), due to the comparable results obtained in relation to polystyrene (displayed in the Supplementary Fig. 1). Accordingly, the viability of osteoblast progenitors hFOB (Fig. 3a), mature osteoblasts U2OS (Fig. 3b), primary HFG fibroblasts (Fig. 3c) and human endothelial cells EA.hy926 (Fig. 3d) was not reduced in the presence of copper (zein/CuBG) in comparison with pure zein. Finally, SEM images (Fig. 3e) further demonstrated that cells were able to adhere and spread onto zein/CuBG coatings thus confirming the cytocompatibility of the applied coating to all possible cell lineages potentially in contact with the implant in physiological conditions.

The use of zein as the organic component of the composite coatings contributes to the control of the degradation and brittleness of the BG particles, and enhances the adhesion to the substrate without the need of additional treatments. Furthermore, zein helped to stabilize glass particles in aqueous suspensions enabling EPD of composite coatings and homogeneous and fairly uniform coatings were obtained. Moreover, when immersed in SBF, zein can control the mineralization of the Ca/P layer as shown in our previous study [28], and eventually leads to an improved in vitro cellular response. In fact, the coatings were demonstrated to maintain their bioactivity as an HA layer was observed after 21 days of SBF immersion (results previously shown in Ref. [28]). From the point of view of the present study, regarding the beneficial impact of composite coatings without requiring the use of additional biological factors, it is of great value to consider the potential of zein as an entity to enhance surface performance such as mineralization, cell adhesion and proliferation.

After the assessment of the cells’ metabolic activity by alamar blue, LDH release was measured into the supernatant to evaluate the release of the cytosolic enzyme lactate dehydrogenase due to a possible plasma membrane damage. The evaluation was done after 72 h, the longest time-point selected for the cytocompatibility in order to compare results with alamar blue data. Zein/BG and zein/CuBG results were compared with the pure zein data as such coatings reported similar value to polystyrene (gold standard) (detailed in the Supplementary Fig. 2). As reported in Table 2, the quantification of LDH released in the medium after 72 h of direct contact between cells and coatings revealed that no significant differences were appreciable by comparing test (zein/BG and zein/CuBG) and control specimens (p > 0.05). Thus, LDH values

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of zein (a, d), zein/BG (b, e) and zein/CuBG (c, f) after 1 (upper panel) and 28 (lower panel) days of degradation, showing the change of coating surface morphology.
indicated the absence of toxicity exerted by the coatings confirming the results obtained by the metabolic activity assay alamar blue.

3.4. Antibacterial activity

The results concerning antibacterial activity by contaminating the coatings directly in contact with *S. aureus* (Fig. 4a), *E. coli* (Fig. 4b) and *S. epidermidis* (Fig. 4c), respectively, are reported in Fig. 4. Zein was considered as control assuming that the highest number of bacteria adhered onto such surface after the biofilm-planktonic separation phase due to the lack of antibacterial properties. As expected, zein and zein/BG coatings did not show a decrease in the bacteria metabolism at each tested time point. On the other hand, the introduction of copper (zein/CuBG) resulted in a sharp reduction in the viability of adhered bacteria cells in comparison with zein and zein/BG coatings. Results obtained with *S. aureus* (Fig. 4a) confirmed copper efficacy. Even if the effect was less marked at 24 h, a decrease in biofilm viability was observed in the following days. For *S. epidermidis* biofilm, the effect was less evident (Fig. 4c). Here, differently to what was obtained for *E. coli* and *S. aureus*, only a small reduction in terms of biofilm viability was observed after 24 h. Moreover, no marked biofilm reduction was observed in the following days, thus suggesting a certain strain resistance even in a continuous treatment. However, FESEM images showed differences of biofilm aggregates formation, as in the copper doped surface the presence of dense clusters appeared to be reduced in comparison to zein/BG coatings. In detail, *E. coli* (Fig. 4b) displayed similar results for zein and
zein/BG; although when copper was introduced, a marked reduction in terms of biofilm viability was detected after 24 h. Moreover, after 48 and 78 h the thickness of biofilm decreased thus suggesting that the release of Cu ions continues over time inhibiting biofilm formation. Finally, representative SEM images for 72 h biofilm confirmed the lack of biofilm biomass on the zein/CuBG surfaces (Fig. 4d).

As mentioned previously, copper is involved and regulates different metabolic activities of many enzymes such as tyrosine, dopamine among others, since they require copper as a donor/receptor. However, the amount of copper must be regulated to obtain the highest advantage of its antibacterial capability without the negative influence (toxicity) on the cell metabolism [41,42]. Depending on the copper coordination, reactive hydroxyl radicals can be introduced in a Fenton-type reaction, leading to a series of disadvantageous interactions with cellular molecules, such as the oxidation of proteins and lipids [42].

3.5. Co-cultures

To verify whether the copper-doped bioactive glass was able to protect cells from a secondary infection, a co-culture assay was performed. To evaluate cells and bacteria behaviour under the same conditions as for surface colonization, a co-culture assay was designed, enabling the confirmation of copper targeted activity towards bacteria while preserving cells’ metabolism. Results showing the anti-infection protective efficacy of the coatings are reported in Fig. 5. As shown, the initial number of seeded cells (2 × 10⁶/specimen) was found to increase when specimens were infected with E. coli and S. aureus (Fig. 5a and b) or at least preserved if the infection was induced with S. epidermidis (Fig. 5c). This was a confirmation that samples containing CuBG favored cell adhesion and spreading, displaying a protection function in respect to bacteria colonization. In accordance with this result, the initial number of bacteria (1 × 10⁶ cells/ml) was decreased by the presence of copper, as shown in Table 3. Considering the values obtained by zein and zein/BG, the number of bacteria was reduced by about 6–7 logs by coatings containing copper for E. coli and S. aureus; and, as expected from previous results, a small inhibition was obtained for S. epidermidis, where a reduction of about 3 logs was measured in comparison with zein and zein/BG. Considering instead the initial number of bacteria, it should be noticed that it was reduced by about 1–3 logs by the presence of copper; therefore, a partial number of bacteria was able to colonize the surface of the zein/CuBG coatings. These results suggest that the release of copper ions successfully protected the coating from biofilm formation and provided a selective activity towards bacteria. Finally, SEM micrographs (Fig. 5d, representative for hFOB - S. aureus infection) show the biofilm formed on samples containing bioactive glass (indicated by the yellow square) in which the shape of apoptotic cells is observed due to the infection raise (indicated by the yellow arrows). On the other hand, samples containing CuBG show that a significant number of cells adhered and spread, indicating the protection function of the coating limiting bacteria colonization. In particular, SEM images failed to show the presence of evident biofilm-like bacteria aggregates onto copper-doped BG containing coatings, thus confirming that adhered bacteria colonized the specimens’ surface mostly as random single colonies.

3.6. Osteogenesis

After verifying the coatings’ ability to support cell proliferation and to inhibit bacterial infection, the possibility to induce osteogenesis was investigated. In the coating formulation hypothesis, the use of bioactive glass was aimed to this purpose as it is well known that BGs represent one of the most interesting inorganic materials favoring the formation of bone-like matrix due to their chemical composition and intrinsic bioactivity [43,44]. In fact, in general when BGs are introduced into a physiological environment, Na+ and Ca²⁺ ions are released and a hydrated silica gel forms on the surface. Hydroxyapatite (HCA) then crystalizes on the surface through constant incorporation of Ca²⁺, PO₄³⁻, OH⁻, and CO₃²⁻ [45]. In this study, osteogenesis was investigated from the biological point of view once hFOB cells were cultivated on the surfaces. Results are reported in Fig. 6. As expected, the presence of BG (zein/BG and zein/CuBG coatings) speeded up cell differentiation in comparison to the pure zein coating: ALP release in the medium (Fig. 6a) after 7 and 10 days for both zein/BG and zein/CuBG coatings was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>S. aureus CFU</th>
<th>E. coli CFU</th>
<th>S. epidermidis CFU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zein</td>
<td>8.33E+09</td>
<td>1.60E+09</td>
<td>5.33E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zein/BG</td>
<td>1.27E+09</td>
<td>5.00E+08</td>
<td>1.30E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zein/CuBG</td>
<td>2.40E+03*</td>
<td>5.67E+02*</td>
<td>3.00E+04*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

CFU count of co-cultures assay for the different coatings and bacteria investigated (* = p < 0.05 vs zein control).

Fig. 5. hFOB-bacteria co-cultures. Only zein/CuBG coatings were able to preserve the initial number of cells (a-c, 2 × 10⁶, starting number indicated by the dashed lines); results were significant for all the tested strains (a-c, zein/CuBG vs zein or zein/BG, p < 0.05, indicated by *). Representative SEM Images (d) of hFOB-aureus culture showing high biofilm contamination for zein/BG but normal cells for zein/CuBG coatings.
significantly higher in comparison with that for pure zein coatings (p < 0.05, indicated by *). After 21 days osteogenic genes collagen I (COL 1, b), osteopontin (OPN, c) and alkaline phosphatase (ALP, d) were similarly expressed for all the tested coatings, suggesting a similar cell maturation.

Fig. 6. Osteogenesis results. The presence of bioactive glass (zein/BG and zein/CuBG) improved the release of ALP at day 7 and 10, in comparison with zein coatings (a, p < 0.05, indicated by *). After 21 days osteogenic genes collagen I (COL 1, b), osteopontin (OPN, c) and alkaline phosphatase (ALP, d) were similarly expressed for all the tested coatings, suggesting a similar cell maturation.

3.7. In vivo results

3.7.1. Antibacterial activity

Specimens were pre-infected and implanted subcutaneously in mice to test whether the efficacy was confirmed in a physiological nutrients-rich environment following a pre-validated model for antibacterial coatings evaluation [48]. S. aureus was selected as test strain and the starting inoculum (1 x 10^3 bacteria) was applied as sufficient to determine severe joint infection [48]. Accordingly, after 1-week implantation, specimens were collected and the CFU number of bacteria grown in the coating was counted. Zein coating was considered as control group in continuity with the in vitro experiments and for comparison with the zein/BG and zein/CuBG test groups. Results are reported in Fig. 7b. Interestingly, while in copper-free zein control and in zein/BG specimens the number of CFU was basically in the same ratio of the starting inoculum (10^3), in the coating doped with CuBG no viable colonies were counted even if it must be taken into account that a certain number of bacteria can be lost due to the removal procedures. This implies that, while in mice carrying zein and zein/BG coatings the infection was not reduced, in the zein/CuBG ones the induced infection was stopped. The employment of a wild type mice suggests that the immune system may have had an active role in countering the infection; however, the differences noticed between control (zein) and test groups (zein/BG and zein/CuBG) suggest at the same time that copper was a key factor in eradicating the infection.

3.7.2. Tissue ingrowth and angiogenesis

Besides its antibacterial potency, copper was here selected also for its known pro-angiogenic role, as discussed above [49,50]. Results obtained in terms of cytoadhesion and cell differentiation were satisfactory from this point of view, as no stimulation in terms of metabolic activity was observed for zein/CuBG coatings in comparison with zein and zein/BG. The pro-angiogenic copper role was then re-evaluated in vivo in terms of the ability of the coating to recruit blood vessels at the implant site. Results are reported in Fig. 7e-1.

First, the formation of new tissue around the implants was evaluated. The ground sections showed that the subcutaneous tissue was in contact with the coatings for all zein (c-d-e), zein/BG (f-g-h) and zein/CuBG (i-j-k) samples without alteration of the healing process. No signs of tissue and cell reactions were observed, in particular, no inflammatory infiltrate and necrosis were detected. At higher magnification and setting the digital camera with an exposure time of 1/300 s (e-h-k), it was possible to observe in the shadow of the implant the presence of about 50 μm thin tissue layer (TL) in close-contact with the coatings. The TL was characterized by lower magnification and setting the digital camera with an exposure time of 1/300 s (e-h-k), it was possible to observe in the shadow of the implant the presence of about 50 μm thin tissue layer (TL) in close-contact with the coatings. The TL was characterized by the presence of fibroblast-like cells surrounded by collagen fibers that ran parallel to the coating. In the TL blood vessels were distributed in different manner in the three coatings. In zein few vessels were visualized (Fig. 7d) while no vessels were observed for zein/BG (Fig. 7g); on the opposite, when cooper was included (Fig. 7j) a proportion of approximately 17.5% ± 8% blood vessels was counted.

The lack of vascularized tissue on zein/BG coatings suggests that the topography of the coating plays a role in the angiogenic behaviour. Since zein and zein/CuBG coatings showed a highly porous surface, it can be suggested that on such coatings, cells can create more connections. It
also seems that for zein/BG thinner tissue was formed whereas almost no blood vessels were detected. In zein/CuBG coating, the vessels diameter presented a range between 12 μm (range 12.2–25.2) and 55 μm (range 51.2–64.2). Fig. 7 details that about 80% of the vessels evaluated were included in the range 12.2–38.2 μm and that 95% was <50 μm. Accordingly, results suggest that copper ions have stimulated the formation of blood vessels in the early stage, which resulted in the formation of a larger number of lumens of smaller radius (<50 μm) surrounded by a thin wall.

These findings do not represent a novelty giving however a confirmation to the initial hypothesis related to the Cu ability to act as a chemoattractant for blood vessels. In fact, copper activity in favoring angiogenesis can be attributed to the activation of HIF-1α leading to the upregulation of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [51]. VEGF plays a pivotal role in angiogenesis by regulating endothelial cell proliferation and migration; interesting, VEGF expression is promoted if the microenvironment results as hypoxic. The presence of copper was demonstrated to influence the stability of the oxygen sensor protein HIF-1α in hypoxia; in such conditions, VEGF and other pro-angiogenic genes are activated by the presence of HIF-1α thus initiating the neovascularization process [51]. Therefore, by the subcutis in vivo model, copper antibacterial and pro-angiogenic properties were shown. Such

Fig. 7. In vivo results. In the subcutaneous implant model (a), copper addition (zein/CuBG) caused the inhibition of the induced infection (b) in comparison with zein (control) and zein/BG. All zein (c–d–e), zein/BG (f–g–h) and zein/CuBG (i–j–k) coatings supported similar tissue thickness formation of about 50–55 μm. Vessels count (d–g–j) confirmed that zein/CuBG coatings recruited the highest number of vessels (indicated by red arrows) that were verified as newly formed (<50 μm) by the diameter spread evaluation (l). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
model can be considered as appropriate for such evaluation as the formation of blood vessels was due to soft tissue in touch with the specimens as well as the presence of bacteria seeded directly onto the specimens’ surface, thus simulating possible pathogen surface colonization after the surgical procedure [48]. However, it must be highlighted that by this model no information about specimen-guided bone healing was provided as these data can be achieved only by a direct implant into an injured site. This, from this point of view, more studies are required to confirm zein/CuBG suitability as bioactive coating for bone implants.

4. Conclusions

Zein and zein/BG or zein/CuBG coatings were successfully applied onto stainless steel substrates by the EPD method confirming the suitability of such treatment to introduce bioactive elements on metallic surfaces. The coatings were resistant to mechanical solicitations as well as to physiological conditions. The presence of BG and antibacterial Cu increased pro-angiogenic properties and it did not affect the specimens’ differentiation after the surgical procedure [48]. However, it must be highlighted that by this model no information about specimen-guided bone healing was provided as these data can be achieved only by a direct implant into an injured site. This, from this point of view, more studies are required to confirm zein/CuBG suitability as bioactive coating for bone implants.
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